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Abstract. In a recent note to the NIST hash-forum list, the following
observation was presented: narrow-pipe hash functions diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from ideal random functions H : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}n that map bit strings
from a big domain where N = n + m, m ≥ n (n = 256 or n = 512).
Namely, for an ideal random function with a big domain space {0, 1}N
and a ﬁnite co-domain space Y = {0, 1}n , for every element y ∈ Y , the
m
probability P r{H −1 (y) = ∅} ≈ e−2 ≈ 0 where H −1 (y) ⊆ {0, 1}N and
−1
H (y) = {x | H(x) = y} (in words - the probability that elements of
Y are “unreachable” is negligible). However, for the narrow-pipe hash
functions, for certain values of N (the values that are causing the last
padded block that is processed by the compression function of these
functions to have no message bits), there exists a huge non-empty subset
Y∅ ⊆ Y with a volume |Y∅ | ≈ e−1 |Y | ≈ 0.36|Y | for which it is true that
for every y ∈ Y∅ , H −1 (y) = ∅.
In this paper we extend the same ﬁnding to SHA-2 and show consequences of this abberation when narrow-pipe hash functions are employed in HMAC and in two widely used protocols: 1. The pseudorandom function deﬁned in SSL/TLS 1.2 and 2. The Password-based
Key Derivation Function No.1, i.e. PBKDF1.

1

Introduction

The importance of cryptographic functions with arbitrary input-length
have been conﬁrmed and re-conﬁrmed numerous times in hundreds of
scenarios in information security. The most important properties that
these functions have to have are collision-resistance, preimage-resistance
and second-preimage resistance. However, several additional properties
such as multi-collision resistance, being pseudo-random function, or being
a secure MAC, are also considered important.
All practical cryptographic hash function constructions have iterative
design and they use a supposed (or conjectured to be close to) ideal

ﬁnite-input random function (called compression function) C : {0, 1}m →
{0, 1}l where m > l, and then the domain of the function C is extended
to the domain {0, 1}∗ in some predeﬁned iterative chaining manner.
The way how the domain extension is deﬁned reﬂects directly to
the properties that the whole cryptographic function has. For example domain extension done by the well known Merkle-Damgård construction transfers the collision-resistance of the compression function to
the extended function. However, as it was shown in recent years, some
other properties of this design clearly show non-random behavior (such
as length-extension vulnerability, vulnerability on multi-collisions e.t.c.).
The random oracle model has been proposed to be used in cryptography in 1993 by Bellare and Rogaway [1]. Although it has been shown
that there exist some bogus and impractical (but mathematically correct)
protocols that are provably secure under the random oracle model, but
are completely insecure when the ideal random function is instantiated
by any concretely designed hash function [2], in the cryptographic practice the random oracle model gained a lot of popularity. It has gained
that popularity during all these years, by the simple fact that protocols
proved secure in the random oracle model when instantiated by concrete
“good” cryptographic hash functions, are sound and secure and broadly
employed in practice.
In a recent note to the NIST hash-forum list [3] it was shown that
four of the SHA-3 [4] second round candidates: BLAKE [5], Hamsi [6],
SHAvite-3 [7] and Skein [8] act pretty diﬀerently than an ideal ran∪maxbitlength
dom function H : D → {0, 1}n where D = i=0
{0, 1}i and
“maxbitlength” is the maximal bit length speciﬁed for the concrete functions i.e. 264 − 1 bits for BLAKE-32, Hamsi, and SHAvite-3-256, 2128 − 1
bits for BLAKE-64 and SHAvite-3-512 and 299 − 8 bits for Skein.
In this paper we extend that ﬁnding also to the current cryptographic
hash standard SHA-2 [9] and we show what are the security consequences
if those hash functions would be used in HMAC and in two widely used
protocols: 1. The pseudo-random function deﬁned in SSL/TLS 1.2 [10]
and 2. The Password-based Key Derivation Function No.1, i.e. PBKDF1
as deﬁned in PKCS#5 v1 [11].

2

Some basic mathematical facts for ideal random
functions

We will discuss the properties of ideal random functions over ﬁnite and
inﬁnite domains.3 More concretely we will pay our attention for:
Finite narrow domain: Ideal random functions C : X → Y mapping
the domain of n-bit strings X = {0, 1}n to itself i.e. to the domain
Y = {0, 1}n , where n > 1 is a natural number;
Finite wide domain: Ideal random functions W : X → Y mapping the
domain of n+m-bit strings X = {0, 1}n+m to the domain Y = {0, 1}n ,
where m ≥ n;
Proposition 1. ([3]) Let FC be the family of all functions C : X → Y
and let for every y ∈ Y , C −1 (y) ⊆ X be the set of preimages of y i.e.
C −1 (y) = {x ∈ X | C(x) = y}. For a function C ∈ FC chosen uniformly
at random and for every y ∈ Y the probability that the set C −1 (y) is
empty is approximately e−1 i.e.
P r{C −1 (y) = ∅} ≈ e−1 .

(1)


Corollary 1. ([3]) If the function C ∈ FC is chosen uniformly at random, then there exists a set Y∅C ⊆ Y such that for every y ∈ Y∅C ,
C −1 (y) = ∅ and
|Y∅C | ≈ e−1 |Y | ≈ 0.36|Y |.

Proposition 2. ([3]) Let FW be the family of all functions W : X → Y
where X = {0, 1}n+m and Y = {0, 1}n . Let for every y ∈ Y , W −1 (y) ⊆ X
be the set of preimages of y i.e. W −1 (y) = {x ∈ X | W (x) = y}. For a
function W ∈ FW chosen uniformly at random and for every y ∈ Y the
m
probability that the set W −1 (y) is empty is approximately e−2 i.e.
P r{C −1 (y) = ∅} ≈ e−2 .
m

(2)
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The inﬁnite domain {0, 1}∗ in all practical implementations of cryptographic hash
functions such as SHA-1 or SHA-2 or the next SHA-3 is replaced by some huge
∪maxbitlength
practically deﬁned ﬁnite domain such as the domain D = i=0
{0, 1}i ,
where maxbitlength = 264 − 1 or maxbitlength = 2128 − 1.

In what follows for the sake of clarity we will work on bit-strings of
length which is multiple of n. Namely we will be interested on strings
M = M1 || . . . ||Mi where every |Mj | = n, j = 1, . . . , i. Further, we will
be interested in practical constructions of cryptographic hash functions
that achieve a domain extension from a narrow-domain to the full inﬁnite
domain. We will need the following Lemma:
Lemma 1. ([3]) Let FCν be a countable family of functions Cν : X →
Y, ν ∈ N and let C : X → Y is one particular function, where Cν and C
are chosen uniformly at random. Let us have a function Rule : N × Y →
FCν that chooses some particular random function from the family FCν
according to a given index and a value from Y . If we define a function
H : ({0, 1}n )i → Y that maps the finite strings M = M1 || . . . ||Mi to the
set of n-bit strings Y = {0, 1}n as a cascade of functions:
H(M ) = H(M1 || . . . ||Mi ) = CRule(1,IV ) (M1 ) ◦ CRule(2,CRule(1,IV ) (M1 )) (M2 )◦
◦···◦
◦ CRule(i,CRule(i−1,·) (Mi−1 )) (Mi )◦
◦C
(3)
then for every y ∈ Y the probability that the set H −1 (y) is empty is
approximately e−1 .

Proposition 3. Let C1 : X → Y, C2 : X → Y are two particular functions, chosen uniformly at random (where X = Y = {0, 1}n ). If we define
a function C : X → Y as a composition:
C = C1 ◦ C2

(4)

then for every y ∈ Y the probability P2 that the set C −1 (y) is empty is
−1
P2 = e−1+e .
Proof. We can use the same technique used in the proof of Proposition
1 in [3] but extended to two domains (i.e. one intermediate domain Z)
since we have a composition of two functions. Thus let us put the following
notation:
C1
C2
C ≡ C1 ◦ C2 : X −→
Z −→
Y
From Proposition 1 it follows that for every z ∈ Z the probability that
the set C1−1 (z) is empty is approximately e−1 i.e. the probability that z
has a preimage is (1 − P r{C1−1 (z) = ∅}) = (1 − e−1 ).
Now, for the probability that the set C −1 (y) is empty (for every y ∈ Y )
we have:

P r{C

−1

(
(y) = ∅} =

1
1− n
2

)2n (1−P r{C1−1 (y)=∅})

−1

≈ e−1+e .

Lemma 2. C1 , C2 , . . . Ck : X → Y are k particular (not necessary different) functions, chosen uniformly at random (where X = Y = {0, 1}n ).
If we define a function C : X → Y as a composition:
C = C1 ◦ C2 ◦ . . . ◦ Ck

(5)

then for every y ∈ Y the probability Pk that the set C −1 (y) is empty is
approximately Pk = e−1+Pk−1 , where P1 = e−1 .
Proof. The lemma can be proved by using mathematical induction for
the value of k and the Proposition 3.
The Lemma 2 models the probability of some element in Y to have
a preimage if we apply consecutively diﬀerent random functions deﬁned
over the same narrow domain {0, 1}n . Is the sequence Pk convergent? If
yes, what is the limit value and what is the speed of the convergence?
In this paper we will give answers on these questions, but we have
to stress that the mathematical proofs for some of those answers will be
given elsewhere.4, 5
Lemma 3. Let P1 = e−1 and Pk = e−1+Pk−1 . Then the following limit
holds:
lim (log2 (1 − P2i ) + i − 1) = 0
(6)
i→∞

As a direct consequence of Lemma 3 is the following Corollary:
Corollary 2. The entropy E(C(X)) of the set C(X) = {C(x) | x ∈ X},
where the function C is a composition of 2i functions mapping the domain
{0, 1}n to itself, as defined in (5) is:
E(C(X)) = n + log2 (1 − P2i )

(7)
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In the initial version of this paper the Lemma 3 was given as a Conjecture, but
in the mean time Zoran Šunić from the Department of Mathematics, Texas A&M
University, USA has proven it for which we express him an acknowledgement.
After reading our ﬁrst version of the paper submited to the eprint archive, we got
an email from Ernst Schulte-Geers from the German BSI for which we express him
an acknowledgement, pointing out that in fact Lemma 3 was known long time ago
from the paper of Flajolet and Odlyzko [13].

The last corollary can be interpreted in the following way: With every
consecutive mapping of a narrow domain {0, 1}n to itself by any random
function deﬁned on that domain, the volume of the resulting image is
shrinking. The speed of the shrinking is exponentially slow i.e. for shrinking the original volume 2n of X = {0, 1}n to an image set with a volume
of 2n−i+1 elements, we will need to deﬁne a composition of 2i functions
i.e.,
C = C1 ◦ C2 ◦ . . . ◦ C2i .

3
3.1

The narrow-pipe nature of SHA-2 and four SHA-3
candidates
The case of SHA-2

Let us analyze the iterated procedure deﬁned in SHA-256 (and the case
for SHA-512 is similar)[9]. First, a message M is properly padded:
M ← M ||1000 . . . 000⟨l64 ⟩
where the 64-bit variable ⟨l64 ⟩ is deﬁned as the length of the original
message M in bits. Then the padded message is parsed into N , 512-bit
chunks:
M ≡ m0 , . . . , mN −1 .
The iterative procedure for hashing the message M then is deﬁned as:
h0 = IV
for i = 0, . . . , N − 1
hi+1 = CompressSHA256(hi , mi )
return hN
where CompressSHA256() is the compression function for SHA-256.
Now, let us hash messages that are extracted from some pool of randomness with a size of 1024 bits. The padding procedure will make the
ﬁnal block that would be compressed by the CompressSHA256() to be
always the same i.e. to be the following block of 512 bits:
1000
. . . 00010000000000
|
{z
}
512 bits

If we suppose that the compression function CompressSHA256() is
ideal, from the Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 we get that there is a huge
set Y∅ ⊆ {0, 1}256 , with a volume |Y∅ | ≈ 0.36 × 2256 i.e.
P r{SHA-256−1 (M ) = ∅} = e−1 .

On the other hand, for an ideal random function W : {0, 1}1024 →
{0, 1}256 from Proposition 2 we have that
P r{W −1 (M ) = ∅} = e−2
3.2

768

≈ 0.

The case of the Second round SHA-3 candidates BLAKE,
Hamsi, SHAvite-3 and Skein

In [3] it was shown that the second round candidates BLAKE, Hamsi,
SHAvite-3 and Skein all manifest abberations from ideal random functions deﬁned over wider domains. The basic method how this was shown
was the fact that for certain lengths of the messages that are hashed, the
ﬁnal padding block does not contain any bits from the message, and thus
acts as an independent random function deﬁned over a narrow domain
X = {0, 1}n that is mapped to itself.

4

Practical consequences of the observed abberations of
the narrow-pipe designs

We point out several concrete protocols that are widely used and where
the observed abberations of narrow-pipe hash designs from the ideal random function will be ampliﬁed due to the iterative use of hash functions
in those protocols.
4.1

Reduced entropy outputs from narrow-pipe hash
functions

The ﬁrst practical consequence is by direct application of the Lemma 2.
Let us consider the following scenario: We are using some hash function that gives us 256 bits of output, and we have a pool of randomness
of a size of 220 blocks (where the block size is the size of message blocks
used in the compression function of that hash function). The pool is constantly updated by actions from the user and from the running operating
system. We need random numbers obtained from that pool that will have
preferably close to 256 bits of entropy.
If we use narrow-pipe hash design, then depending on the nature of
the distribution of the entropy in the randomness pool, we can obtain
outputs that can have outputs with entropy as low as 237 bits or outputs
with entropy close to 256 bits.
More concretely, if the distribution of the entropy in the pool is somehow concentrated in the ﬁrst block (or in the ﬁrst few blocks), then from

the Lemma 2 we have that the entropy of the output will not be 256 bits
but “just” slightly more than 237 bits. We say “just” because having 237
bits of entropy is really high enough value for any practical use, but it is
much smaller than the requested value of 256 bits of entropy. In a case
of more uniform distribution of the entropy in the whole pool of randomness, the narrow-pipe hash design will give us outputs with entropies close
to 256 bits. The cases where due to diﬀerent reasons (users habits, user
laziness, regularity of actions in the operating system, to name some),
the pool is feeded with randomness that is concentrated more on some
speciﬁc blocks, the outputs will have entropy between 237 and 256 bits.
On the other hand, we want to emphasize, if in all this scenarios we
use wide-pipe hash design, the outputs will always have close to 256 bits
of entropy, regardless where the distribution of the entropy in the pool
will be.
From this perspective, we can say that although the consequences can
be just of theoretical interest, there are real and practical scenarios where
the abberation of narrow-pipe hash design from ideal random functions
can be ampliﬁed to some more signiﬁcant and theoretically visible level.
4.2

Reduced entropy outputs from HMACs produced by
narrow-pipe hash functions

HMAC [12] is one very popular scheme for computing MAC - Message
Authentication Codes when a shared secret is used by the parties in the
communication. We are interested in a possible loss of entropy in the
HMAC construction if we use narrow-pipe hash constructions.
Proposition 4. Let a message M be of a size of 256 bits and has a full
entropy of 256 and let “secret” is shared secret of 256 bits. If in HMAC
construction we use a narrow-pipe hash function that parses the hashed
messages in 512 blocks, then mac = HM AC(secret, M ) has an entropy
of 254.58 bits.
Proof. Let we use the hash function SHA256 that has the compression
function CompressSHA256(). From the deﬁnition of HMAC we have
that
mac = HM AC(secret, M ) = hash((secret⊕opad)||hash((secret⊕ipad)||M ))
where ⊕ is the operation of bitwise xoring and || is the operation of string
concatenation.
Computing of mac will use four calls of the compression function
CompressSHA256() in the following sequence:

1. h1 = CompressSHA256(iv256 , (secret ⊕ ipad)) ≡ C1 (iv256 )
2. h2 = CompressSHA256(h1 , M ||CON ST 256) ≡ C2 (h1 ), where
CON ST 256 = 1000
. . . 000100000000
|
{z
}.
256 bits

3. h3 = CompressSHA256(iv256 , (secret ⊕ opad)) ≡ C3 (iv256 )
4. mac = h4 = CompressSHA256(h3 , h2 ||CON ST 256) ≡ C4 (h3 )
For a ﬁxed secret key “secret” the value h1 will be always the same
and will be obtained with C1 (iv256 ). The function C2 depends from the
message M that has a full entropy of 256 bits, thus C2 is not one function
but it represent a whole class of 2256 random functions mapping 256
bits to 256 bits. Thus, we can consider that any call of the function C2
decreases the entropy of h2 to 256 + log2 (1 − P1 ).
For the value h3 we have a similar situation as for h1 . Similarly as
C2 (), the function C4 () is a class of random functions that depends of
the value h2 . Since we have already determined that the entropy of h2 is
256 + log2 (1 − P1 ), it follows that for computing the entropy of mac we
can apply the Corollary 2 obtaining that entropy E(mac) is
E(mac) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2 ),
where P1 = 1e , and P2 = e−1+ e which gives us the value E(mac) = 254.58.

1

What is the diﬀerence if we use a double-pipe hash function instead
of narrow-pipe in Proposition 4? The ﬁrst diﬀerence is oﬀ course the fact
that the initialization variable in the compression function as well as the
intermediate variables h1 , h2 , h3 and h4 are 512 bits long, and we will
need ﬁnal chopping. Then, under the assumption that the compression
function acts as ideal random function mapping 512 bits to 512 bits, and
having the entropy of the message M to be 256, we have that the entropy
of h2 is also 256 (not 256+log2 (1−P1 )). The same applies for the entropy
of h4 which will give us that the entropy of mac after the chopping will
be 256 bits.
Proposition 5. Let a message M be of a size of 512 bits and has a full
entropy of 512 and let “secret” is shared secret of 256 bits. If in HMAC
construction we use a narrow-pipe hash function that parses the hashed
messages in 512 blocks, then mac = HM AC(secret, M ) has an entropy
of 254.58 bits.

Proof. Let we use the hash function SHA256 that has the compression
function CompressSHA256(). From the deﬁnition of HMAC we have
that
mac = HM AC(secret, M ) = hash((secret⊕opad)||hash((secret⊕ipad)||M ))
where ⊕ is the operation of bitwise xoring and || is the operation of string
concatenation.
Computing of mac will use ﬁve calls of the compression function
CompressSHA256() in the following sequence:
1. h1 = CompressSHA256(iv256 , (secret ⊕ ipad)) ≡ C1 (iv256 )
2. h2 = CompressSHA256(h1 , M ) ≡ C2 (h1 )
3. h3 = CompressSHA256(h2 , CON ST 512) ≡ C3 (h2 ), where
CON ST 512 = 1000
. . . 0001000000000
{z
}.
|
512 bits

4. h4 = CompressSHA256(iv256 , (secret ⊕ opad)) ≡ C4 (iv256 )
5. mac = h5 = CompressSHA256(h4 , h3 ||CON ST 256) ≡ C5 (h4 ),
where
CON ST 256 = 1000
. . . 000100000000
|
{z
}.
256 bits

Above, we consider the call of the function CompressSHA256(iv256 ,
(secret ⊕ ipad)) as a call to an ideal random function C1 : {0, 1}256 →
{0, 1}256 that will map the 256-bit value iv256 to the 256-bit value h1 .
The function C2 is a speciﬁc one. Actually, since it depends from the
message M that has a full entropy of 512 bits, C2 is not one function but
it represent a whole class of 2512 random functions mapping 256 bits to
256 bits. Thus, we can consider that there is no entropy loss for h2 i.e. it
has a full entropy of 256 bits.
For the value h3 we start to consider the entropy loss again from the
value 256. The call to the function C3 will decrease the entropy of h3
to 256 + log2 (1 − P1 ). For a ﬁxed secret key “secret” the value h4 will
be always the same and will be mapped with C5 (h4 ) to the ﬁnal value
mac. Similarly as C2 (), the function C5 () is a class of random functions
that depends of the value h3 . Since we have already determined that
the entropy of h3 is 256 + log2 (1 − P1 ), it follows that for computing
the entropy of mac we can apply the Corollary 2 obtaining that entropy
E(mac) is
E(mac) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2 ),
where P1 = 1e , and P2 = e−1+ e which gives us the value E(mac) = 254.58.

1

Again, if we are interested to know what will happen if we use a
double-pipe hash function in the Proposition 5, we can say that the entropy of the 512-bit variable h3 will start to decrease from the value 512
and will be 512 + log2 (1 − P1 ), and the entropy of h5 will be 512 + log2 (1 −
P2 ), that after the ﬁnal chopping will give us a mac with full entropy of
256.
4.3

Loss of entropy in the pseudo-random function of
SSL/TLS 1.2

SSL/TLS 1.2 is one very popular suit of cryptographic algorithms, tools
and protocols deﬁned in [10]. Its pseudo-random function P RF which is
producing pseudo-random values based on a shared secret value “secret”,
a seed value “seed” (and by an optional variable called “label”) is deﬁned
as follows:
P RF (secret, label, seed) = P<hash> (secret, label || seed),

(8)

where the function P<hash> (secret, seed) is deﬁned as:
P<hash> (secret, seed) = HM AC<hash> (secret, A(1) || seed) ||
HM AC<hash> (secret, A(2) || seed) ||

(9)

HM AC<hash> (secret, A(3) || seed) ||
...
and where A(i) are deﬁned as:
A(0) = seed
A(i) = HM AC<hash> (secret, A(i − 1)).

(10)

Proposition 6. Let “secret” is shared secret of 256 bits. The entropy
E(A(i)) of the i-th value A(i) as defined in the equation (10) for the hash
function SHA-256 can be computed with the following expression:
E(A(i)) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2i )

(11)

where the values P2i are defined recursively in the Lemma 2.
Proof. We can use the same technique described in the previous subsection and in the proof of Proposition 4. Since we have two volume compressive calls of the compression function, and since the computation of A(i)
depends on the value of the previous value A(i − 1) in the computation
of A(i) we have 2i times shrinking of the entropy.


As a direct consequence of the previous Proposition we have the following:
Corollary 3. Let the size of “A(i) || seed” is 512 bits, and let “secret” is
shared secret of 256 bits. For the i-th part P RFi = HM ACSHA−256 (secret,
A(i) || seed) as defined in the equation (9) the entropy E(P RFi ) can be
computed with the following expression:
E(P RFi ) = E(P RFi ) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2i+3 )

(12)

Proof. Computing of P RFi will use ﬁve calls of the compression function
CompressSHA256() in the following sequence:
1. h1 = CompressSHA256(iv256 , (secret ⊕ ipad)) ≡ C1 (iv256 )
2. h2 = CompressSHA256(h1 , A(i) || seed) ≡ C2 (h1 )
3. h3 = CompressSHA256(h2 , CON ST 1024) ≡ C3 (h2 ), where
CON ST 1024 = 1000
. . . 0010000000000
{z
}.
|
512 bits

4. h4 = CompressSHA256(iv256 , (secret ⊕ opad)) ≡ C4 (iv256 )
5. P RFi = h5 = CompressSHA256(h4 , h3 ||CON ST 256) ≡ C5 (h4 ),
where
CON ST 256 = 1000
. . . 000100000000
{z
}.
|
256 bits

Similarly as in Proposition 5 we can see that the function C2 is a
speciﬁc one since it depends from A(i) || seed. For a given and ﬁxed seed,
the entropy of “A(i) || seed” is the entropy of A(i) and from Proposition
6, it is E(A(i)) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2i ) bits. From here it follows that the
entropy of h2 is E(h2 ) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2i+1 ).
For the value h3 we further have E(h2 ) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2i+2 ). For
a ﬁxed secret key “secret” the value h4 will be always the same and will
be mapped with C5 (h4 ) to the ﬁnal value P RFi , with an entropy
E(P RFi ) = 256 + log2 (1 − P2i+3 ).

For illustration we can say that the entropy of E(P RF1 ) = 253.463,
but the entropy of E(P RF60 ) = 250.00.
On the other hand, having in mind the discussions about the diﬀerent
attitude of double-pipe hash function in used HMACs, it is clear that
with double-pipe hash designs we will not face this kind of entropy loss.

4.4

Loss of entropy in the PBKDF1

The Password-Based Key Derivation Function number 1 is deﬁned in
PKCS#5 v1 [11] and is frequently used in many software products that
are generating keys (further used for diﬀerent cryptographic operations)
from passwords.
In its deﬁnition the following iterative process is used:
T1 = Hash(P || S)
for i = 2 to Count
Ti+1 = Hash(Ti )
return TCount
where P is the password value and S is an 8 byte salt.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2 and the Corollary 2 we have the
following corollary:
Corollary 4. If the hash function used in PBKDF1 is a hash function
with a compression function that is mapping n-bits to n-bits, then the
entropy E(TCount ) of the value TCount can be computed with the following
expression:
E(TCount ) = n + log2 (1 − PCount )
(13)
where the values PCount are defined recursively in the Lemma 2.



What is interesting, is that in diﬀerent standards and programmers
manuals the recommended values of Count are in the range from 210 to
224 . That means that the loss of entropy in the ﬁnal value TCount will be
from 10 to 24 bits if we use narrow-pipe hash designs, and there will be
no entropy loss if we use wide-pipe hash design.
4.5

SHA-2 and narrow-pipe SHA-3 candidates would
suﬀer from the same successful attack exploiting the
narrow-pipe abberation

There is one more inconvenience with narrow-pipe hash designs that directly breaks one of the NIST requirements for SHA-3 hash competition
[4]. Namely, one of the NIST requirement is: “NIST also desires that the
SHA-3 hash functions will be designed so that a possibly successful attack
on the SHA-2 hash functions is unlikely to be applicable to SHA-3.”
Now, from all previously stated in this paper it is clear that if an attack
is launched exploiting narrow-pipe weakness of SHA-2 hash functions,
then that attack can be directly used also against narrow-pipe SHA-3
candidates.

5

Conclusions and future cryptanalysis directions

We have shown that SHA-2 and the narrow-pipe SHA-3 candidates diﬀer
signiﬁcantly from ideal random functions deﬁned over huge domains. The
ﬁrst consequence from this is that they can not be used as an instantiation
in security proofs based on random oracle model.
Further, as an interesting research direction we point to investigations
of the stability of the limit in the equation (6). Namely, for the ideal
random functions the Corollary 2 says that we need 2i applications of the
functions in order to decrease the entropy of the ﬁnal image for i − 1 bits.
However, our initial experiments show that if we work with some concrete
compression function, then the exact value of the number e ≈ 2.7182818...
has to be replaced by some other concrete value e±ϵ. And then, the speed
of the entropy loss can increase dramatically faster than with the case of
an ideal random function.
We have shown also several other consequences of using these functions as PRFs or KDFs or MACs (or HMACs). Namely, the outputs from
those functions diﬀer signiﬁcantly from outputs of ideal random functions
and have less entropy than it would be expected.
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